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From longtime New Yorker writer and author of In the Early Times, Tad Friend's "side-splittingly
funny" Cheerful Money is both a gorgeously written family memoir and a sharp cultural study of
the decline of the American WASP (Mary Karr). Tad Friend's family is nothing if not illustrious:
his father was president of College, and at Smith his mother came in second in a poetry contest
judged by W.H. Auden -- to Sylvia Plath. For centuries, Wasps like his ancestors dominated
American life. But then, in the '60s, their fortunes began to fall.As a young man, Tad noticed that
his family tree, for all its glories, was full of alcoholics, depressives, and reckless eccentrics. Yet
his identity had already been shaped by the family's age-old traditions and expectations.Part
memoir, part family history, and part cultural study of the long swoon of the American Wasp,
Cheerful Money is a captivating examination of a cultural crack-up and a man trying to escape
its wreckage.
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTSFor my familyWe said good-bye with a highballThen I got “high” as a
steeple.But we were intelligent peopleNo tears, no fuss,Hurray for us.So thanks for the
memory,And strictly entre nous,Darling, how are you?And how are all the little dreamsThat never
did come true?— RALPH RAINGER AND LEO ROBIN,“Thanks for the Memory”Tad Friend’s
Family Tree *PROLOGUESnowFROM AN UPSTAIRS window, I see my father walking away
down his snowy lawn. He moves uncertainly, his hands cupped around his eyes like an Arctic
explorer in a whiteout. It takes a moment to realize that he is peering through my mother’s old
Olympus camera, aiming it here and there. The set of his shoulders suggests dissatisfaction with
what he sees this Christmas season: the bare apple trees, the frozen pond. Turning to face the
house at last, he lowers himself onto one knee like a hopeful fiancé and pans across the stone
exterior, slowly now. Watching him out there leaves me lonely.My father, Dorie Friend, is a
historian and a highly rational man; his Easter Island–size head is stuffed with knowledge. In our
family, he was in charge of logic and money. He husbanded our declining fortunes, a decline
that, as he recognized, mirrored the broader Wasp ebb: the outflow of maids and grandfather
clocks and cocktail shakers brimming with gin.My mother, who utterly ignored this decline, was
in charge of everything else. She set the tone. Elizabeth Pierson Friend was Lib to her oldest
friends, classmates at Smith who possessed all the graces. They were stylish and sparkling
women, prepared by birth — and since birth — to charm the Burmese or Nigerian ambassador,
but Mom was particularly conscientious. She took occasions so seriously. “After much ado,” she
e-mailed her friends about one party, “I had settled on a periwinkle blue dress: Fortuny-like silk
pleats in a tea-length skirt, horizontal tucks in a long-sleeved tunic top. A necklace of eight
strands, each a different size, of silver-gray freshwater pearls, twisted to almost choker length



…” Slim and vivacious and determined, with a pouf of chestnut hair and snapping blue eyes, she
drew you out at the table, exclaiming at just the right moment, and her own conversation built to
jubilant punch lines.There was the story about how she had received a terrific rush in her early
twenties, with a date every night, including a series with a tremendously tall young man who
later supervised the secret bombing of Cambodia. And then, suddenly, the phone didn’t ring for
two weeks: “And I thought, So this is menopause.” There was the story about a trip to India,
during which it became necessary for her to hide a suitor’s turban in an icebox. Before you could
wonder, Why an icebox, exactly? she cried, “So there I was, dancing cheek to cheek with a
Sikh!” When my father first heard that story — overheard it, actually, from an adjoining booth in a
New Haven diner — he thought, Who is that horrible woman? When he heard it for the second
time, years afterward, it was too late.She pounced past your defenses. When I was in my
twenties, a married woman I’d been idly flirting with at a gallery opening in New York introduced
herself to my mother as we all took the elevator down and said, “I’ve been talking to your son all
night. He’s fascinating.” I reddened, embarrassed but pleased.“You should see the rest of the
family,” Mom replied, instantly. You had to love her for that.She spelled basic words as if she
were Corsican (snug was “cosi”; gloves were “mittons”); trespassed wherever a stylish driveway
beckoned; sobbed if she caught a bad cold. Her character was chatoyant, like a cat’s eyes,
candid and then suddenly bleached and desolate. But her darker recesses were usually masked
by virtuosity: a gifted cook, painter, and designer, she had also shown early promise as a poet.
As a sophomore at Smith, she came in second to Sylvia Plath in a poetry contest judged by W.
H. Auden (who, when my mother was introduced to him a year later, delighted her by saying, “I
believe I have read your verse”). She longed to best Plath, her nemesis. Later, though, she would
toss her head and say, “Just as well I didn’t win. Head in the oven, and so forth.”From time to
time, I find myself studying a photograph of her taken in the summer of 1962, when she was
pregnant with me, the first of her three children. She stands on the lawn in a blue maternity
dress, looking pale and watchful. A soccer ball rests under her bare right foot. Soccer was my
father’s sport, and would be mine, but she liked to flash out into the yard and perform “the high
trap.” He would fling the ball into the air, and Mom would judge its fall perfectly and smother it
with her right sole. And then, in triumph, she’d depart to rule her own realm, which consisted of
tennis, tomato sandwiches, gossip, bread-and-butter letters, chore lists, conviviality, wit, and
worrying. It all fell under the heading of keeping the house in order, wherever the house was. Her
last campaign began in 1989, with this house in the Philadelphia suburb of Villanova: the one
being photographed by my father.After years without a home to make her own — in Buffalo, in
the sixties, my parents had no income to speak of, and then for nearly twenty years they lived
first in an imposing pile belonging to Swarthmore College, when my father was the college’s
president, and later in a rented bungalow — the Villanova house was her epic work. An
anonymous fieldstone relic at first, the place soon grew thick with her, with the snares and
honeypots she concealed in plain sight: the bottom kitchen drawer pull that rewarded you with a
small collapsible stepladder; the closets stuffed with Christmas gifts, so that you couldn’t



approach a doorknob without having her call out, from three rooms away, “Ooh, ooh — don’t go
in there!” Walking through the Villanova house was like reading a series of Rorschach blots that
inked out her emotional history (except that she hated blots of any sort). She had it all planned,
having long considered how best to arrange a house and its contents, including us.Since she
died, suddenly, a few years ago, my father has taken to photographing what remains. From his
vantage on the lawn, he can see three facets of her hexagonal dining room; the stone wall rebuilt
to set off two new decks of weathered moleskin-colored ipe wood; and the glint from the nine
windows on the south-facing “gallery,” a sun-shot passageway lined with her own paintings.
When the contractor installed bamboo blinds there, she exclaimed that the filtered light made
the house look “so Japanesey!” From the next room, my father observed, “Elizabeth, there is no
such word as ‘Japanesey.’ ”He can see the second-floor deck railing that she had rebuilt after
she found her excitable Tibetan spaniel, Sam, poking his head between the palings — or, as she
insisted, “poised to hurl himself to his death!” She took a tape measure to his five-inch-wide
head and then had the pickets established a prudential three and a half inches apart. Sam lived
a long life untroubled by further barks for help, and is now buried beneath the cutleaf maple in
the back, alongside his toy bear. And my father can pick out the porthole window in his study in
the former garage, a window placed low on the wall so that he could lie on his futon and look
west at the very spot where he is now. The study appeared ten years into her campaign, a Trojan
horse that surprised no one but him, for her clear intent had long been to surround his makeshift
office in the entry hall with beauty until he surrendered the position. There was something
inexorable about her, something of the Emperor Augustus, who said, “I found Rome brick, and
left it marble.”My father, leaning now against Sam’s maple, lowers the camera and closes his
eyes.ONETomatoesWHEN I GRADUATED from Shipley, a small prep school in Bryn Mawr, my
father’s mother, Grandma Jess, wrote to congratulate me on my academic record: “A truly
tremendous achievement — but then I could expect nothing less due to your marvelous
background — Robinson, Pierson, Holton, Friend!” I remember scowling at her airy blue script,
noting the point — after the first dash — where the compliment turned into a eugenic claim. As
my grandparents happened to constitute a Wasp compass, the way ahead was marked in all
directions: I could proceed as a Robinson like Grandma Tim’s family (loquacious, madcap,
sometimes unhinged); a Pierson like Grandpa John’s family (bristling with brains); a Holton like
Grandma Jess’s family (restless, haughty show ponies); or a Friend like Grandpa Ted’s family
(moneyed, clubbable, and timid).I believed, then, that my family was not my fate. I believed my
character had been formed by charged moments and impressions — the drift of snow, the peal
of church bells, the torrent of light cascading through the elms out front into our sunporch.
Though my parents gave me love and learning and all the comforts, I believed I could go it alone.
My grandparents were distant constellations, and as they wheeled across the sky I felt
unshadowed by their marriages, their affairs, their remarriages, or their quarrels. On the question
of how to pronounce “tomato,” for instance, the family was split. On my father’s side, the Friends
and Holtons unselfconsciously said “tomayto.” On my mother’s, the Robinsons were staunchly in



the Anglophile “tomahto” camp, while the Piersons, on the even more superior view that
“tomahto” was pretentious, were ardently pro-“tomayto.” At the family beach house on Long
Island, my great-uncle Wilson Pierson would rebuke my mother, a Robinson in such matters, if
she asked for a “tomahto.” “Would you like some potahtoes with that?” he’d say.It was unclear
why such nuances should matter to me. The deeper history, the cultural history, filtered down
only piecemeal: my father was embarrassed by some of his forebears, and my mother blithely
assumed everyone knew all about hers. She might mention, in passing, the lace she’d worn at
their wedding, lace handed down from mothers to their firstborn daughters for thirteen
generations, beginning in England with Goodith Constantine in 1629 and continuing through
such delightfully named ancestors as Lettice Beach and Damaris Atwater. A poem that
accompanies the lace reads, in part:Guard it, dear child, as these have done,Good women, pure
and true,Who hand it, with their own fair namesUnblemished, down to you.Keep ever in the one
straight pathOf duty they have trod;And guided by the same pure lightOf love, for man and
God.That sort of exacting heirloom, which my sister, Timmie, later wore at her wedding,
contributed to a sense that we should hold ourselves apart, in readiness. But what for was never
declared. The mission was a jigsaw puzzle of watchwords, affiliations, expectations, furniture,
clothes, habits, rituals, empties, and stories that lacked one key detail: why?Three years after my
mother died, I published a piece about her in The New Yorker. In it, I tried to describe her
aspirations and disappointments and her search for consolation; what she had taken from her
parents, and handed on to us, and the gifts she herself brought to the party. I thought it was a
loving portrait, but it was also unsparing, perhaps even more than I’d intended. Anger can
impeach you. The piece rattled my family in ways that slowed the writing of this book yet clarified
its true subject. Some of my relatives felt I was ungenerous, and some simply wondered, Whose
side are you on?Yet apostasy is in our blood too. Every so often in my family, someone writes a
candid book or gets knocked up by the wrong guy. Now it was my turn.THE ACRONYM “Wasp,”
from “White Anglo-Saxon Protestant,” is one many Wasps dislike, as it’s redundant — Anglo-
Saxons are perforce white — and inexact. Elvis Presley was a white Anglo-Saxon Protestant, as
is Bill Clinton, but they are not what anyone means by “Wasp.” Waspiness is an overlay on
human character, like the porcelain veneer that protects the biting surface of a damaged tooth.
Worse, the adjective is pejorative: “Waspy” is reserved for horse-faced women, tight-assed men,
penny-pinchers, and a cappella groups.I’m too cheap to spring for a new acronym. But my family
and their friends, as Wasps, were circumscribed less by skin tone and religion than by a set of
traditions and expectations: a cast of mind. They lived in a floating Ruritania loosely bounded by
L.L. Bean to the north, the shingle style to the east, Robert Falcon Scott’s doomed polar
expedition to the south, and the limits of Horace Greeley’s optimism to the west.That cast of
mind is excessively attuned to such questions as how you say “tomato” — a word I now find
myself pronouncing both ways, usually at random and always with misgiving. In this and more
important respects I seem to have become, somehow, a motley product of my famously
marvelous background. Oh, sure, I don’t belong to any clannish or exclusive clubs, I prefer beer



to hard liquor, I am neither affable nor peevish — the alternating currents of Wasp — and I love
pop culture.And yet. Until quite recently, I had the Wasp fridge: marmalade, wilted scallions, out-
of-season grapes, seltzer, and vodka — nothing to really eat. (The Wasp fridge is like the
bachelor fridge, but Wasps load up on dairy, including both 1 and 2 percent milk, moldy cheese,
expired yogurt, and separated sour cream. And atop the Wasp fridge sit Pepperidge Farm
Milanos, Fig Newtons, or Saltines — some chewy or salty or otherwise challenging snack.) I
have a concise and predictable wardrobe, and friends even like to claim that I invariably wear the
same oatmeal-colored Shetland sweater. I will never experience the pleasures of leather pants
or a shark’s tooth on a thong dangling in my chest hair. I will never experience the pleasures of
chest hair. And, like the Tin Man, I don’t articulate my upper body in sections; it moves en masse
or not at all.I politely stand aside: no, no, after you. I have a soft laugh, and I rarely raise my voice.
Though I have an outsize grin, and friends take pleasure in trying to elicit it, I am reserved upon
first meeting (it’s Wasp women who are expected to charm). I used to like being told I was
“intimidating,” because it seemed to sanction my verbal jabbing to maintain a perimeter. Making
everyone a little uneasy came naturally. When I characterized a college roommate’s dancing
style as “Jimmy Cracked Corn,” he nursed the wound for decades, and a woman I fooled around
with in my early twenties told me, years later, that she had to get a new mattress and headboard
after I remarked on her “game-show bed.” I am slow to depend on people because I hate being
disappointed, hate having to withdraw my trust. All this has often led people to read me as aloof
or smug.I am fiercely but privately emotional — I was embarrassed, recently, when my wife,
Amanda, found me having put The Giving Tree down while reading it to our twins, Walker and
Addie, because I was in tears. I married Amanda, a strong-minded food writer, seven years ago:
she revamped my fridge, and some of my other disaster areas. And I convinced her to have
children, the best thing we have done together.I walk into parties with a confident air but wait to
speak until I have a point to make or self-deprecating joke to offer. I can give a handsome
wedding toast. I am slow to pitch in on manual labor and not particularly handy, though I pride
myself on the rarely called-for ability to carve a watermelon into the shape of a whale (a sprig of
parsley makes the spout). I am frugal to the point of cheapness — when out to dinner with
friends, I used to contribute only for the dishes I had ordered. I dislike having to eat quail or crab,
all that effort and mess for scant reward, an aversion Amanda calls “No sex in public!”For a long
time I didn’t think of myself as particularly competitive, though my friends kept assuring me, as
they pointed out where my helicoptered five-iron had landed, that I was. My belief that you
shouldn’t do something you care about in a half-assed way often provokes the charge that I don’t
want to take part in any activity I can’t do well, that I fear public ineptitude, which is certainly true
for karaoke. Despite my standoffishness, I am a good listener, and loyal, and friends often turn to
me for advice. A Wasp friend remarks that I would have made an imposing country parson.Most
of all, I am a Wasp because I harbored a feeling of disconnection from my parents, as they had
from their parents, and their parents had from their parents. And because, deep into my thirties,
most of my relationships had the life span of a child’s balloon. I felt that I was carrying around a



brimming bucket of walnut stain and that if anyone got too close it would spill all over both of us.
So I ended up spending my inheritance and then some on psychoanalysis. I was in trouble, but it
was nearly impossible for anyone who didn’t know me well to tell, and I made it nearly
impossible for anyone to know me well.______WHEN I was twelve, my father, looking around
the dinner table meaningfully, repeated a biblical quotation a Swarthmore student had reminded
him of earlier in the day: “For unto whomsoever much is given, of him shall be much required.”
“That lets me out,” I said, and my parents laughed. In Swarthmore, the dinner table was where
we performed, auditioning for attention. We’d sit at the round butcher-block table Mom had
commissioned in Buffalo, eating her quiche lorraine and waiting for my parents to stop
discussing college business — and at last Mom would turn to us for brief accounts of our days.
My younger brother, Pier, who in memory always wore a striped rugby shirt, would remark that
his team had won its Little League game — he was the star pitcher — and beam at the resulting
praise. Our sister, Timmie, the youngest, would excitedly announce that she’d had six hot dog
halves at Oonie Ryan’s half-birthday party. “I can see that you did,” Mom would remark, smiling;
in those days Timmie was a little chubby. Timmie would blink and crimson, then bolt from the
table. Mom would exchange a chagrined glance with my father — she always hoped for a blithe,
Noel Cowardish return of serve — and then stand in exasperated remorse and fold her napkin
and go find Timmie.We were expected to appreciate what we’d been given and make
conspicuous use of it. (Wasps are credentialists, but my father particularly so: he thumbnailed
people by their résumés: “A very able guy with a PhD in microeconomics from Stanford … head
of the Asia Society … served on the National Security Council.”) Yet my parents had also sought,
in different ways, to escape the way of life that had sustained their own achievements. So we
received a tricky set of imperatives: meet the unspoken standard without thinking about it too
much. Brooding on ancestral benchmarks could suck you into a life on the couch, the long
parenthesis; Wasps don’t rebel so much as drink, sink, and drop away.My parents would
mention our parenthetical relatives (John Anthony Walker, Tisha Pierson, various Robinsons) in
tones of sorrow and then change the subject. Only much later would I learn that John Anthony
Walker, my father’s cousin, never held a job before dying in India of a kidney infection he’d
treated with Ayurvedic medicine. And that Mom’s cousin Tisha Pierson disowned us all,
changed her name to Molly Morgan Miller, and disappeared. And that Mom’s uncle John
Trumbull Robinson Jr., known as Wassa, turned on his sons in a manic rage in the parking lot of
a drive-in restaurant near their home in Wayne, Illinois, sending Donny fleeing into a cornfield
and leaving David holding on for his life in the open back of the family station wagon as his father
gunned off, pursued by demons that would hound him into the electroshock ward. And that
Wassa’s oldest son, Johnny, went even further astray. (As children, all we knew was that if he
rang up collect from an institution, we shouldn’t accept the call.) One night in the late 1970s,
Johnny showed up at Donny’s apartment in Manhattan and belligerently demanded money for
his cab fare. When Donny refused, Johnny darted for the knife rack in the kitchen. Donny tackled
him, and Johnny clamped his teeth on Donny’s forearm and didn’t let go until Donny punched



him repeatedly in the head, breaking his own finger. When the police arrived, Donny went to
Lenox Hill for the bite, and the cops took Johnny to Bellevue and then to Ward’s Island, where he
kept declaring, “I am John Trumbull Robinson the Third,” incredulous that the storied name didn’t
precipitate his immediate release. He died in Baton Rouge, in 1996, broke, crazy, and
alone.They were us, too. That you must carry everyone with you, swelling the ranks, is a hard-
ridden Wasp hobbyhorse. My father remembers (with dismay) his prep school class at St. Paul’s
being charged by the rector to have lots of children and go into politics, lest they be
overwhelmed by the outsiders massing at the gate. Charles W. Eliot, Harvard’s president from
1869 to 1909, boiled that imperative down to “produce and reproduce,” observing that: “The
family, rather than the individual, is the important social unit. If society as a whole is to gain by
mobility and openness of structure, those who rise must stay up in successive generations, that
the higher level of society may be constantly enlarged, and that the proportion of pure, gentle,
magnanimous, and refined persons may be steadily increased.”For generations — the three
centuries when Wasps ran the country — my family rose and stayed aloft. After my various
forebears came to America in the mid-seventeenth century as weavers or constables or tavern
owners, it was their descendants who made good: signing the Declaration of Independence (the
trembly penned John Morton) or leading the Union Army (the shilly-shallying George McClellan).
The branches of my family tree were bowed with squires, judges, ministers, senators, and
colonial dames. Yet no one grew really wealthy until the turn of the twentieth century, when the
Friends made enough from steel, coal, and banking to become — briefly — smashingly rich:
chauffeur rich, yacht rich, $350,000,000-in-today’s-money rich. On the whole, we were attendant
lords, the seat-fillers in historical paintings who look on approvingly as those whose names are
taught in school read a ringing speech or charge a well-garrisoned hill.My great-great-
grandfather Henry Cornelius Robinson was in this way typical. An eloquent and energetic mayor
of Hartford in the 1870s, a man who greeted male friends by gripping their shoulders and crying,
“Comrade!” a passionate man moved to tears by stirring music, a burly man with a scimitar nose
and sideburns that swept into a forked beard worthy of ZZ Top, he was also a man who liked to
lie on his red sofa after a hard day and have his daughter rub his forehead with a sponge dipped
in bay rum. He wrote Christmas carols — “Exult, ye sons of men, ’tis clearest morn! / Exult, ye
sons of men, the child is born!” — and kept two Union flags from the Civil War draped over his
piazza and a huge American flag above them. When Ulysses Grant died, Robinson consoled
Hartford’s citizens with a speech recited from memory: “It is a great thing to have lost such a
man; it is much greater to have had such a man to lose,” he declared. “He was a child of the
people, he was a type of the people, and the hearts of the people are keeping sad time to the
funeral march of twenty thousand soldiers. The nation pauses in its activities. The reaper and the
loom are at rest, and even the money-changers have locked their vaults.” Yet when President
Benjamin Harrison asked him to serve as minister to Spain — a step toward becoming such a
man himself — he declined: “What, leave Hartford?”In latter years, as the money that had
buoyed flotation leaked and then flooded away, my family, like many others, tried to caulk the



seams. In a country built on growth and transformation, on the appetite for more, the ambition to
preserve things as they were is peculiar to the modern Wasp. All we ask is to maintain. So
success, while vital, came to be understood not as blazing a trail but as waging a culture- or
comfort-preserving rearguard action. Prep school faculties teem with Wasps who majored in
English or history, as brokerage houses do with Wasps who majored in finance. Wasps serve as
the caretakers of tradition in publishing, foundations, university administration, lexicography,
antiquarian societies, nature conservancies, and trusts and estates law. Nearly empty of Wasps,
however, are electric-car manufactories, Internet start-ups, and the X Games.Figures like Henry
Cornelius Robinson saw their duty as leading without fanfare. Wasps continued to see this as
their role even as they began to follow, and even as, shortly after I was born, they fell so far
behind they lost touch entirely. Their accelerating crack-up was like a sonic boom: you heard it
only after the Concorde was gone.I NOW see that the charged moments I prized, my earliest
memories, were always linked to those distant family constellations. When I sat by our kitchen
sink in Buffalo and my mother touched me lightly in passing, like the Holy Spirit, I felt the cool
linoleum below and the ensuing solitude but couldn’t know then that my ancestors, and the
amassed weight of their expectations, had crowded the room to keep Mom intent on her chores.
What her parents thought and felt and did was alive in her, and so alive in me. Or mostly it was;
not everything connects. Sifting through our overstuffed attics and well-guarded memory banks,
I try to fit the pieces together in time, hopscotching among decades and mashing up friends and
mentors, girlfriends and grandparents, in search of a larger design. Love enters into it, too,
muddying everything.Life is a scavenger hunt run backward as well as forward, a race to
comprehend. But with Wasps, the caretakers lock the explanatory sorrows away, then swallow
the key.TWOMudSPRING, STRUGGLING NORTH, comes late to Vermont. As we returned from
the funeral Mass for Baba, my grandmother’s cook for sixty years, our boots sank into ground
soaked with snowmelt. We shucked our coats and mucky boots in the mudroom at PineApple
Hill, the family seat of our friends the McDills. It was the end of April 2006 in Woodstock, a
covered-bridge beauty of a town whose steeples house four of the surviving eighty-seven
church bells cast by Paul Revere and his sons. PineApple Hill is a half mile down the road from
Maplewood Farm, three hundred acres of alfalfa and clover long owned by my maternal
grandmother and her second husband. Timmy and Tom Bourne had a four-story farmhouse, four
tumbledown barns, and four spring-fed ponds, until their picturesque herd of Holsteins finished
ruminating through all the money, and Timmy died, and Tom died, and the farm was sold to the
CEO of .The McDills’ mudroom is a handsome place, with large brown washtubs and coats
slung neatly on hooks, its linoleum shining and expectant. As we passed into the house, I was
thinking how Wasps love their mud. Grandma Tim’s family, the Robinsons, staged Thanksgiving
dinners where everyone would play football barefoot in their dress shirts and trousers, then retire
to a white tent, a hundred mud-footed relatives strong, to sing songs like “Daddy Is a Yale
Man” (“When they reached the sticks / This brave mother of six / Took a drink and began to
explain: ‘Your Daddy is a Yale Man; We may be married soon’ ”). Members of Yale’s legendary



secret society, Skull and Bones, used to plunge naked into a mud pile during their initiations.
(Sadly, they don’t anymore.) And members of the Porcellian, Harvard’s most exclusive “final”
club, sing “The Hippopotamus Song” at club functions, booming the chorus:Mud, mud, glorious
mudNothing quite like it for cooling the bloodSo follow me follow, down to the hollowAnd there let
me wallow in glorious mud.Wasps love mud because it — along with beach sand in the sheets
— is their only sanctioned form of filth. You are allowed and even encouraged to get dirty on a
birding ramble or in a game of touch football. Such stains are dueling scars, noble marks of
privilege and leisure. It’s discretionary mud, clean mud. (Identical spatters from a job would be
something else entirely.) And you can absolve yourself of it all in the mudroom, stripping off the
soiled clothes knowing someone will slip in presently to clean them.That someone at
Maplewood, my grandparents’ farm, was Baba, who had just died at ninety-two. Orphaned
young in Naugatuck, Connecticut, Margaret Dunn had come to work for the family as my
mother’s baby nurse in 1933 and was swiftly rechristened with Mom’s baby-talk name. She was
just nineteen. After Mom’s brother, Paddy, was born, Baba gradually became the family’s cook
and majordomo. She knew which cows had calved and what the milk tester had been worried
about and where the checkbook was, and kept encyclopedic track of what my many cousins and
stepcousins were up to. She held the family together.An exceedingly round, exceedingly short
woman, Baba had abandoned learning to drive because her feet didn’t reach the pedals. She
wore a blue apron over a white housedress and a necklace blessed by the pope, and kept her
hair in a wreath fixed with bobby pins and a hairband. Her forte was comfort food, and her hugs
smelled of starch and dough. There would be Baptist cakes for breakfast; chicken aspic,
tarragon-sprinkled homemade bread, and fresh-picked lettuce for lunch; and roast beef, roasted
potatoes, and corn for dinner, which was served to the children at the oilcloth-covered table in
the kitchen and to the adults in the dining room around the corner. I still make a hearty tomato
soup of hers that clearly originated in the rationing of World War II: the recipe calls for Uncle
Ben’s rice, six stalks of celery — none of this fussy nonsense about inner stalks or discarding
the leaves — and a can of evaporated milk.Though her cooking evoked groans of happiness,
Baba so feared making noise when she ate that she’d nibble at toast like a mouse, having first
sucked the edges to dampen their crispness. She was almost always cheerful, and she loved
having the grandchildren underfoot, just as we loved watching her put date-and-nut bread into
the oven or settle with a hop into her white rocker to watch General Hospital. At night, we’d vie
for that rocker when we watched Star Trek reruns. She sent us Christmas cards with twenty-
dollar checks inside, routing my grandmother’s money to us in a kind of low-stakes generation-
skipping trust, and she gave me her old transistor radio so I could listen to the Red Sox in bed,
as she did. I would fall asleep to Ken Harrelson describing the drowsy arc of another Carl
Yastrzemski fly ball.Though Baba emanated abundance, her rooms atop the back stairs were
spare as a nun’s. I would go in sometimes when she was at work downstairs and examine her
possessions without touching anything, like a detective, looking for — what? She had only a low
bed, a Naugahyde easy chair, two hooked rugs, a shelf of condensed novels from Reader’s



Digest, and a crucifix on the wall between the windows that overlooked the Revolutionary War
graveyard and Cloudland Road beyond. Her storeroom, under the eaves, was where we
gathered in the evenings to watch her Super 8 footage of our previous visit.Her area was the
opposite of the room belonging to Harold Ricker, the genial hired man who worked for the
Bournes for thirty years. He had a saggy bed and a wastebasket overflowing with empty Bud
cans, and one afternoon when I was about twelve I glided his door open and was wonderstruck
by the centerfolds on the wall. Barely breathing, I moved in only to be confounded by a caption
that mentioned “muff diving.” The muff part was clear, the diving a great mystery, and there was
no one I could consult. In some intuitive way, Baba caught wind of all this and chewed Harold out
(her dressing-downs happened often enough about neglected calls to the vet that I can picture
it: Baba puffed like a pouter pigeon, Harold bent dolefully over his soup). When next I tiptoed into
his room, the walls were bare.She was superb in a crisis. When my cousin Johnny Robinson
would call and say, “I’m coming up to kill everyone with my sixteen-gauge shotgun,” Baba would
reply, “Everyone’s out right now, Johnny, but I’ll give them the message!” When my stepcousin
Lizz Greene, Tom Bourne’s granddaughter, was struggling with how to leave her volatile
husband, Baba listened to her for hours. She listened to Lizz’s husband, too, when he’d call to
give his side. But when he showed up at the farm to demand that Lizz come with him, it was
Baba who stepped out, her hands working a dishcloth: “It’s time for you to leave, now!” And when
my mother telephoned, in 1958, to announce her (soon to be dissolved) engagement to Richard,
a diffident grad student in philosophy, it was Baba, on the extension in the kitchen, who cried,
“Oh, no!”Baba’s funeral Mass was a surprise; the eighteen of us Protestant Bournes and
Greenes and Piersons and Friends were a little blizzard-bound at Our Lady of the Snows. Mom’s
brother, Paddy Pierson, heraldic with his blazer and bird’s nest of white hair, had carried the urn
holding Baba’s ashes up the aisle, and the rest of us followed to the front pews. There we were
bracketed by a few ancient parishioners known only to Baba, and not even to her at the end, as
Alzheimer’s carried her out. When the priest took up the ewers of wine and water, he told us the
Communion sacrament was for Catholics only. We sat in silence, denied the memorial service
we were accustomed to and therefore the family specialty: the droll recitation of recollections
that probably should have been shared with the deceased while she was alive.Timmy Bourne
had loved Baba dearly and was in most respects a passionate liberal — she was a leading fund-
raiser for the Vermont ACLU — but, like many Yankees of her generation, she viewed Catholics
as Jesuitical schemers. The Protestant Reformation, as refined by the Puritans in the
seventeenth century and the Transcendentalists in the nineteenth, had surely settled the proper
approach to religious observance: hymns and chiming bells. “Going with Catholics in my day
was a dirty job; they weren’t quite the thing,” Grandma Tim would say over morning tea on the
porch. “Uncle Billy married one. He told the priest he wasn’t going to sign any papers, and they
said no, that was all right, and just as they were about to begin the ceremony the priest handed
him some papers to sign. The bride fainted dead away, as well she might. He signed them, and
they raised the children Catholic, but it was a dirty business.”JANE MCDILL Smith, who put us



Friends and Piersons up at PineApple Hill that weekend, is a brisk, handsome woman in her
seventies, with cornflower blue eyes and a scratchy voice. Jane wears down vests and cardigan
sweaters over turtlenecks, layering herself like an old-time skier to compensate for setting her
thermostat at sixty degrees. Chilblains aside, she is a consummate hostess, making visitors feel
not merely welcome but lordly as she shoos them from the stove and sink.Jane is part of the
family, too, or close enough. She was one of my mother’s closest friends; Mom and the three of
us children often spent lazy summer weeks with Jane and her three daughters at Line Farm, a
McDill house on the back side of their property, while my father and Jane’s husband, Tom,
worked away down south. What lingers in memory from those summers is the evening Jane’s
eldest daughter, Julia, and I — both of us about six — decided to hide from our mothers. In our
version of running away to join the circus, we lay in the high alfalfa thirty yards up the hill from
Line and waited, gleefully, for the search. They came out and called a few times, then Mom
tossed her head and murmured something and they laughed and went back inside. The grass
felt itchy on my neck, suddenly, and the crickets tuned up mockingly under the dimming sky.
After waiting until it was truly night, we went in.Jane’s father, John McDill, was in my mother’s
father’s class at Yale, and they became friends; John later became a father figure to my mother,
and a grandfather figure to me. My mother received a proposal from Jane’s cousin, and Paddy
Pierson dated Jane’s sister. When I was born, three months after Julia, John McDill wrote my
parents: “Would you consent to a contract of marriage between the two infants? Maplewood and
Line Farms must be united or the neighborhood will fall apart.” Instead, Mom became godmother
to Julia, on whom I had a hapless schoolboy crush, and Julia—who weathered the crush calmly,
returning a proper thank-you note for each wretched poem I sent her—later made me godfather
to her son William.Such clannishness is comforting to Wasps, who strive to compact the world
into the old-boy network it once was. I play golf and poker with a man named Adam Platt, a
friendship we arrived at seemingly by chance. But if I meet a Wasp more or less my age and
mention Adam’s name, odds are that he or she will reassure me, “Oh, God — I know Adam
Platt.” My father, it turns out, went on a date with Adam’s mother in the 1950s, later briefed
Adam’s father when Nicholas Platt became America’s ambassador to the Philippines, and still
later became his occasional squash partner. And so it’s no great surprise that the architect of
PineApple Hill, a Colonial Revival tour de force that sits its hill like a diadem, was Adam’s great-
grandfather.Jane and her sister inherited the house and its nearly one hundred and fifty acres
from her parents, who inherited it from Jane’s mother’s parents; it’s been in the family for a
century. It is a high church of the old way of life, complete with speaking tubes for calling the
servants, should any reappear to fetch a coddled egg; foodstuffs that can be carbon-dated, such
as a box of Reagan-era raisins about which Jane remains optimistic (“A little chewy, but good for
the jaws”); battalions of whiskey-colored furniture; a Short and Mason barometer in the front hall
whose brass arrow is stuck on “Fair”; and bathrooms, floored in curling linoleum, that feature
medicine cabinets with hexagonal glass knobs, all slightly loose, as well as comfortingly rickety
toilet paper holders and plastic night-lights shaped like the Duchess’s headdress in Alice in



Wonderland. The chains on the table lamps have been mended and rethreaded with window
shade pulls; the desks are accessorized with dry pens from defunct banks, postage meters for
sending first-class letters in 1971, and a classroom’s worth of wooden rulers. The guest rooms
feature hand irons for doorstops, ladder-backed chairs with suspect caning, and change dishes
inscribed with French sayings — “Ne parlez pas d’amour — faites le!” — and filled with safety
pins and bobby pins and orphaned screws. There are Talbots catalogues here and there and the
faint scent of Crabtree & Evelyn soap.When Jane moved back to Woodstock from Washington,
D.C., some years after her parents’ deaths, a representative from Chubb came by to calculate
her insurance premiums. He moved through the rooms, jotting in his notebook and whistling
about the house’s sizable dimensions, to the growing annoyance of Jane, who was brooding
about how the basement floods every spring. Finally, he looked around the front hall and
muttered, “Designer wallpaper.”“Excuse me!” she said. “This wallpaper has been here at least
fifty years. It probably came from Sears, Roebuck. I have more rolls in the attic and we patch the
walls when necessary. It is not designer wallpaper.”I like Jane very much without having any real
idea what’s going on in there. Naturally merry, even larksome, she keeps her high spirits under
firm rein and never discusses her dreams or her health, believing, as many Wasps do, that
imposing oneself is a form of trespass. I recognize her tactic of forestalling inquiry by initiating it,
because I use it myself. I once arrived at PineApple Hill after having called to let Jane know I was
en route, and was chatting with her daughters in the dining room when she came in, not having
seen me in years, and said, “Why do you introduce yourself on the phone? — I know who you
are!”“Why do you always start conversations with a complaint?”When Pym, the family’s ailing
thirteen-year-old Welsh terrier, died in Nigeria, where Tom Smith was the American ambassador,
Tom and Jane didn’t discuss the matter with their children. “They just came back without a dog
and never spoke of it,” Julia Smith recalls. “Once someone asked Daddy, ‘What happened to
Pym?’ and he said, ‘He went to a better place.’ I don’t know if he died there, or was put down, or
eaten by a lion, or what. None of us had the courage to ask.” When Tom was stricken with cancer
in his mid-fifties, he chose not to burden anyone with that, either, so his death came as a shock
not only to us, but also to Julia and her sisters.AFTER BABA’S funeral, Jane served roast
chicken for dinner, with pineapple upside-down cake for dessert. We sat around her dining-room
table chewing in silence until someone mentioned our exclusion from Communion, which
seemed so un-Baba. Pier’s wife, Sara, who is Catholic, said, “At our church, everyone is invited
to Communion.” There were nods around the table. We were united in this, though otherwise
somewhat sundry: the Friends devoted to competitive games and propriety, my Pierson cousins
gentler and more likely to shop for vintage clothes or dye their hair pink.From the end of the
table, my father remarked, “Our disinclusion from the sacrament today is of a piece with the
worldwide rise in religious intolerance.”“Oh, and when did that begin, Dorie?” Karen Pierson,
Paddy’s wife, asked. A talented photographer, she likes to draw people out.“To give it an
arbitrary date,” he said, “in 1979, when Jerry Falwell and Pat Robertson came to prominence,
and Juhayman bin Seif al-Uteybi took over the Grand Mosque in Mecca, bringing with him a



supposed Mahdi, or messianic deliverer of Islam, and about two hundred men.” He tipped back
in his chair, a habit Mom could never break. “They held out for two weeks against the Saudis,
until French commandos got them with nerve gas. Almost all the survivors, about eighty, were
beheaded, but jihadism is the result. Fundamentalism is not merely a wave in religion worldwide;
it is a tide.”“Why?” Karen asked, after a silence.“As a historian, I merely assert the fact of it, and
that that tide is sweeping the world,” he said, his baritone reverberating like plainsong. He looked
around the table, seeming to want to say more, to break through our polite attentiveness, but
added only, “There will be a subsequent tide, but as to its nature, I cannot speak.”It was the kind
of meal where I particularly missed Mom. She would have nudged my youngest cousin, Bella
Pierson, to talk about her boat building, or reminded Jane that the house really needed — had
always needed — a cozy little sitting room (and Jane would have replied, oh, yes, but she, Jane,
could do without more easily than the house could withstand change). Then Mom would have
suggested we sing one of those nonsensical Robinson songs that Baba liked to hear but refused
to join in on, such as “Down in the Diving Bell” or “Clam Chowder” (“If you were like clam
chowder, and I was like a spoon / And the band was playing louder and a little more in tune / I’d
stir you ’til I spilled you; I’d kiss you till I killed you / If you were like clam chowder, and I was like a
spoon”). She’d have gotten us going.Of course, it was always Paddy who started us on “Down in
the Diving Bell,” rising in a cheerfully twitchy way to commence the sacred song:Come listen to
my storySome truth to you I’ll tellAbout the pretty sights I sawDown in the diving bell …Even as a
child, I sensed in Paddy a kindred spirit: a whimsically funny fellow who would purse his lips and
sigh, seeming to hate to have to disagree with your remark — before launching into a spirited
refutation. Mom and Grandma Tim were fiercely proud when his work as the White House
correspondent for the Wall Street Journal landed him on Nixon’s “enemies list.” Paddy gave me
one of my favorite novels, Bang the Drum Slowly, and later wrote me encouragingly about my
magazine articles. After he left the Journal and moved to Maplewood to try farming with Grandpa
Tom — he and Karen turned the old sugarhouse up the hill into a warm and comfortable home
— and after that move began, perhaps, to strike him as problematic, his letters grew more
cautionary. In 1994, he observed that for my writing to achieve its potential:you need at least
another decade of very hard work, preparation. The kind of hours of solitude that no wife and
children ought to be made to put up with. And let’s not kid ourselves: a wife means children.Your
dear mother says: “Tad just needs to work a few things out with his shrink, things about his
mother and father. Then he’ll get married.” We all have such things to work out, and I admire your
willingness to take on the task. But I trust there might be more to your unmarriedness than pesky
things about your parents. A better reason is your career as a man of letters.He’d written on this
same theme a few months earlier, concluding, “Greatness seldom cohabits with nippers — they
take so much time and energy to bring up right.” It began to feel as if he were writing to a younger
version of himself.I HAD last seen Baba a few years earlier, on a cold Saturday afternoon late in
winter. I went to the nursing home with Amanda, then my fiancée, and we found Baba, a lifelong
teetotaler, drinking a Dixie cup of red wine with slightly anxious pride. She explained that she’d



been diagnosed with a lazy esophagus, and the wine was medicinal; the word “esophagus,”
which she took a while to come out with, struck us all as very funny. Baba was smaller than ever,
if possible, and her eyes swam behind giant glasses as she searched my face in growing
apprehension, pleased to see me but unsure exactly who I was. As night fell she was prone to
sundowning: growing anxious about Baby Bella, my youngest Pierson cousin (then in her mid-
twenties), she would venture outside to find and protect her. When I showed Baba a recent
photo of myself with Pier and Timmie, she clutched my arm, remembering her news: “And Tad is
finally getting married!”“Yes,” I said. “Yes, isn’t that wonderful?”Mom and Paddy had sold
Maplewood not long before, so after we said good-bye to Baba I drove Amanda to the farm to
show her what once was. The Monster.coms were gut-renovating the farmhouse, the core of
which dated to 1780; the house had been jacked up on its foundations but still looked much the
same from the road, white clapboards and dark green shutters out of Currier and Ives. We
entered through the porch door, lifting a blue tarp that flapped in the wind, and walked into what
had been the dining room. Turning toward the pantry, where we’d inked in our heights twice a
year on the door frame, I stopped, stricken. Nothing familiar remained.There had been such
smells: maple logs burning in the small and long living rooms, Baba’s bread in the oven, milk
whirling in the kitchen pasteurizer, napping dogs. And sounds: the chorus of creaks as someone
descended the steep, crooked back stairs; the snick of a door’s hand-forged thumb latch;
enameled tin cups clinking in the sink following afternoon lemonade; the brown plastic cuckoo
clock in the kitchen exploding on the hour with idiot glee; the smash of icicles from the gutters;
the hiss of the radiators; tractors coughing to life; my cousins tapping the walls, searching for the
hidden room where runaway slaves were secreted when Maplewood was a stop on the
Underground Railroad. During cocktail hour we’d lie on the floor upstairs and tickle open the
black iron louvers on the old stovepipe dampers to eavesdrop on the gossip below.The dampers
were caulked over, the interior walls gone. A barn from elsewhere had been appended to the
back of the house as a “great room.” And the only smell was cold sawdust. You no longer had to
bow your head to honor the sagging dining-room ceiling, which Tom had stabilized when the
center beam broke by stripping a steel hoop from his silo, straightening it with his blowtorch and
a sledgehammer, threading it through the beam, and anchoring it to the clapboards with a steel
plate that graced the house’s exterior like a wart.I tried to explain to Amanda that across from the
front staircase, here, was the long living room, and the Christmas tree stood in that corner. We
would come down the stairs in a train, youngest to oldest, chanting the Robinson marching song
from the Revolutionary War:Hayfoot, strawfootBelly full of bean soupJanuary, February, March!
The procession would break apart when we saw all the presents by the tree. After a few rounds
of gift-opening, Grandpa Tom would drop himself into the chair by the telephone like a chunk of
granite dynamited from Mount Rushmore. A charismatic figure to everyone but his relatives, he
would prop his thick canes against his knee and nibble on ribbon candy as he began a series of
bellowed phone calls: “How’s that cow? I know it’s Christmas morning — what’s the matter with
you? How’s about you bring her on by?” Grandma Tim would be jabbing me with the butt of one



of the flyswatters that lay around and saying, “That’s the way Tom’s phone conversations start:
‘How’s that cow?’ It could be Jaysus Christ on the line, or Ronald Reagan. ‘Ronnie, how’s that
cow?’ ” And then she’d be off, singing, “Butlers were suspected of going wee-wee in the sink / Or
so the rich used to think …”But soon I stopped even believing myself and had to get us
out.______BACK HOME in Brooklyn, I dug out the videotapes my stepcousin Lizz had had
made from Baba’s home movies. The video service had stitched the clips together as the film
had tumbled from the boxes, so the tapes were as ruptured as a Tarantino film, cutting at
random between summer and winter, between the mid-1970s and the late 1950s, in brief silent
vignettes.There was Mom, playfully holding a silver baby spoon above my head as I tried to rise
off a red towel to grab it. This was the period when Mom wrote to Jane Smith, “Tad is large (I look
at him asleep and think, too large), vocal, + suddenly (after 2 years of aloofness), affectionate.”
As I watched the tape I seemed to remember this sequence: the sun dappling through the
overhanging elm, the grass tickling my feet as I lunged off the towel. I was surely remembering
some subsequent afternoon, but now that afternoon becomes this, a late deposit of capital in the
bank of memory.Paddy dances in winter with me on his shoulders in a gray jacket and hood; he
is slim and dark haired, twirling jauntily as Grandma Tim, seated on the bench outside the
kitchen window, encourages him. He tightens his grip on my calves and jumps up and shoots a
leg sideways, clicking his heels like a Cossack. Timmy plants seeds in the garden as Tom hoes
around her, both wearing mucky boots and smiling. A one-horse sleigh coasts down the
driveway, the black pony wreathed in bells, with Timmy striding alongside in a raccoon coat like
an emissary from Turgenev. My father sports a white Lacoste shirt with the collar up, in the mid-
sixties now, looking as if he might suddenly invent the frug. Baba’s face peers down at the lens
from the sky like God — is this thing on? (I suddenly recall the heft of her camera and its
machining purr, the sound-track of memory.)Lizz Greene and her older sister, Anne, do
cartwheels down the front lawn and I fake one — I never could do a cartwheel — and fall, and all
of us roll sideways down to the white rail fence. Mom and I dance around each other in the
driveway when I am three, she sporting a Jackie-style bouffant and a green sweater with white
daisies. Baba again, frowning down at her lens. I am five, sitting on the blue tractor, glowing with
pleasure as I turn the iron steering wheel and pat the tires’ dusty tread bars; my father stands
behind on the tow hitch, smiling.My parents pose near my mother’s Volkswagen Bug in February
1960, inward young lovers made shy by company. They are just days from being married: my
father, with a short haircut, grins bashfully; my mother has an air of noli mi tangere. The hopeless
nostalgia for the life before. A slow pan establishes winter: a lap robe of snow unfolding over the
meadow below the dirt road, across the pond and the brook and the island beyond, down to the
frozen Ottauquechee River. I always imagined, when I was a boy, that I would grow up to live in a
cabin on Woodstock bottomland.All of us are on the front porch, about 1971, my stepcousins
Anne and Lizz and Brett, too. Mom, her hair frosted blond, urges two-year-old Timmie down the
hill toward Baba; Timmie, short and round in a corduroy sundress, picks up speed, a smiling
bowling ball, and the camera flares up and cuts off. Pier and I lie on the lawn in blue pajamas,



wearing baseball mitts; Timmie stands in a long yellow dress nearby. I rise and fling a ball aloft to
myself, stagger around and catch it, then throw my arms up. Pier, left out, raises his arms too,
smiling sweetly. We all lie in a heap on the ground, wiggling.We Friend and Smith children are
dancing on the porch, hopping around Grandma Tim, who cradles the fireplace broom to her
cheek and begins to do the Charleston. Later, years later, she leads me and Pier and Timmie
and the Smith girls up the hill, all of us in rubber boots: the seven of us composed “the Muskrat
Club.” She’d tap our shoulders with the long stalk of a witch’s candle and declare, “Arise and take
survey of your domain!” And when we went over the top of the hill to the Secret Valley beyond,
there was a brook couched in fern and mint and hemlock: our domain.I always thought of
Maplewood as where our family was at its best, but on film it seemed an Eden. If only Baba’s
camera had always been on. As I fell asleep that night, I saw myself again through her lens: I am
three, in a bulky blue snowsuit, stepping off the porch into the cataract of winter sun and sinking
into a drift where I wave my arms in comic distress.THREEChimesIN THE LATE summer of
2005, Timmie, Pier, and I staged a kind of intervention with my father. We were concerned that
with Mom gone he was becoming isolated: he’d forgotten my birthday the prior two years and
neglected to tell us for five months that a family friend had died. Sleepless at three a.m., grieving
still, he would search the Oxford Book of Prayer for redemption. Though he had a new girlfriend,
as well as hundreds of deep acquaintances and dozens of people around the world he
exchanged letters and e-mails with, he had few truly close friends, and his invitations to dinner
from Mom’s friends had begun to drop away. The three of us had extensive discussions
beforehand about how to broach the matter, both because he was not at his best — none of us
were — and because we knew his sensitivity to criticism, which we share. Any suggestion of
blame or delinquency rankles. Grievances in my family are like underground coal fires: hard to
detect and nearly impossible to extinguish.Having told my father we wanted to talk, we gathered
one afternoon over iced tea on the porch of the family’s summerhouse in Wainscott, on the south
fork of Long Island. The wind was up, stirring the chimes in our cousin Norah’s flower garden
across the way. I began by saying that there were many things we had relied on Mom for, and
among them was being the family’s hub, the one who made the phone calls and asked about
that interesting dinner party and kept every milestone and deadline in her head. “There’s a hole
there, Day,” I said — when I was young, I couldn’t pronounce “Daddy” and called him Daya or
Day, which stuck. “And we need you to do some of the imaginative thinking and coordinating that
Mom used to do so we start filling it. We all have to be better about, well, being a family.”
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W. Carlin, “Tad Friend's Writing Feels Effortless. After reading Cheerful Money, however, you will
know -- as with most writers -- what seems easy rarely is. Tad Friend's gift is that he makes time
shifts, generations of his family, and his own evolution from a child to a married father feel as
though the story's structure was inevitable. I've always felt that my family was on the fringe of
WASP-dom, but Friend's descriptions of family gatherings, relatives' behavior, and shared
values were so much more than familiar that I realize how inculcated I've been. Throughout the
book, family members alternately criticize and congratulate him on previously published stories
about his family (and, in particular, his mother). It's not completely surprising because Friend
describes people, actions, and situations so perceptively and revealingly that those chronicled
might not wholly agree with their imperfect reflections. They should worry not, for even with
viewed with a critical eye, relatives all are treated with love and respect. Cheerful Money is a
book best read slowly; Tad uses lots of excerpts, quotes, poems and songs, and he didn't
choose them accidentally. His care and cadence are worth savoring, not devouring. The writing
is sublime.”

Adele G., “Intriguing look at a fading aristocracy. Each of Tad Friends’ four grandparents came
from wealthy, influential families that opened the doors of privilege for each other and kept
others out. The book is not a narrative that carries along a strong story line in chronological
order. Instead, each chapter centers around one aspect such as the author’s shared life with
cousins in one of the large family homes, his education in prestigious schools, the story of family
romances, expectations for marriage partners, and accounts of the author’s interactions with
multiple people of previous generations. Although the author is writing about his own life and
his own family, the tone often feels more dispassionate than intimate. But the book is a valuable
inside look at the lifestyles, privileges, and pitfalls in being a part of that aristocracy and how the
fading of wealth and influence is affecting the author’s generation.”

Bruna Boyle, “I can’t believe I ended up cheering for this nerd!. Tad Friend is not the most
loveable memoirist, he’s actually difficult and prickly. But as he convincingly describes his
personal growth, he starts growing on you. By the end of the book, I was cheering his victories.
And I feel strangely hopeful that his life has sustained its upward trajectory. Go Tad go!!”

Bibbity Bobbity Boo, “Multiple generations deal with the trappings of their fading culture. This is
an extremely well-written book. Although it's semi-autobiographical and has a lot of fact in it, the
inter weaving of social expectations and the issues this causes amongst the wider family
connections is very interesting. Anyone would benefit from reading this insightful book about
family dynamics within a culture.”

eliza, “a book about my people!. Ok- I will admit it: These are my people. I read hilarious parts out



loud to my cousin- and he looked blank. Ah! He was raised in California! My Jewish friends
also look blank, or look at me sympathetically. It may well be that this book is only interesting to
fellow WASPs- and those non-WASPs struggling to understand their WASPy mates. I guess for
me it is vindication that our family was not the only one encumbered by these odd culture traits,
rituals, shortcomings and apprehensions. I find myself nodding, smiling,or cringing in empathy.
Periodically I have to stop reading to wipe tears of laughter away. I admit that it is like looking at
a family album belonging to a cousin- all familiar- just a slightly different perspective. Having
escaped that world (you kind of have to), I have no problem owning it- and can view my parents
and ancestors - and all Tad Friend's family- with sympathy, humor, and horror- all of it. We're all
just human. "The full catastrophe" as Zorba would say. This book says it all- which is probably
more than you want.”

David Schiff, “Well written and wry. Excellent!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good book!. I used the product to read”

The book by Tad Friend has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 81 people have provided feedback.
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